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Part-Time Faculty

Development fund
supports scholarship
The PSC-CUNY Adjunct Professional
Development Fund provides parttimers with grants of up to $3,000 for
classes, travel to conferences, field
research and more. Applications are
Page 9
available online.

haiti

The earthquake & after:
a professor’s story
François Pierre-Louis, a political
scientist at Queens College, provides
a firsthand account of his people’s
experience after their world
Page 10
collapsed around them. 

El-Wise Noisette

UNION STARTS TO MOBILIZE

BUDGET BATTLE
CUNY’s enrollment has soared while funding has been cut. Now, Gov. Paterson wants to slash support for CUNY
by another $84.4 million for senior colleges and $285 per full-time equivalent student at community colleges.
Paterson also wants the legislature to give CUNY’s Board of Trustees the power to raise tuition every year at a
rate well above inflation. In late January, PSC leaders went to Albany to say this is wrong and demand rational
investment in CUNY. Above, PSC President Barbara Bowen and First VP Steve London at a budget hearing. On
March 9, PSC members and students will fill buses heading to the State Capitol.
PAGEs 6-7

Teacher Education

Regents come up
with wrong answer
NY State will now allow institutions
outside higher education – including
for-profit companies – to train teachers. PSC members oppose the plan &
says research does not support it. Page 5
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News & Letters
rite to: Clarion/PSC, 61 Broadway, 15th Floor, New York, NY 10006.
Letters to the editor | WE-mail:
phogness@pscmail.org. Fax: (212) 302-7815.

Calendar
FEBRUARY & MARCH / PSC chapters
will meet to discuss the upcoming
contract talks. See www.psc-cuny.
org for your local meeting.
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 16: 6:00 pm / The
PSC’s HEO Cross-Campus Chapter
meets to discuss preparations for
contract negotiations. PSC President Barbara Bowen will speak;
sandwiches & refreshments will
be served. At the Graduate Center.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19: 5:30-7:30 pm /
PSC Night of Solidarity with the
Haitian People. A union fundraiser
with Haitian music, food and
speakers. At the PSC Union Hall,
61 Broadway, 16th floor. For more
info call Moriah Berger at the PSC
office, (212) 354-1252.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19: 7:30 pm / Labor
Goes to the Movies (one hour later
than usual, following PSC Haiti
solidarity event). This month’s film
(photo above) is Bamako (A. Sissako, Mali/ France/ US, 2006). At
the PSC Union Hall, 61 Broadway,
16th floor. Director Sissako presents
a trial set in a courtyard, home to
many extended families in Bamako,
Mali, where he spent his childhood.
The defendant: the World Bank.
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24: 6:00 pm/
Nancy Folbre, author of Saving
State U: Why We Must Fix Public
Higher Education (New Press,
2010), speaking with panelists
from the PSC and CUNY Campaign to Defend Education. At
Demos, 220 Fifth Ave., 5th floor.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3: 7:00 pm / The
PSC’s Cross-Campus CLT Chapter
meets on the upcoming contract
talks. At the PSC Union Hall, 61
Broadway, 16th Floor.
MONDAY, MARCH 8: 1:00 pm / PSC
Retirees Chapter meeting. Larry
Morgan, executive director of the
PSC-CUNY Welfare Fund, will
speak. At the PSC Union Hall, 61
Broadway, 16th floor.
FRIDAY, MARCH 12: 1:00 to 4:00 pm /
CUNY Women Scholars of Color
Reflect on Their Research, a commemoration of Women’s History
Month sponsored by the PSC
Women’s Committee. At Hunter
College School of Social Work,
Room 919, 129 E. 79th St.

Correction
In the January Clarion, CCNY
Distinguished Professor of Physics Robert Alfano was incorrectly
identified as Richard Alfano.
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Academic freedom worth defending
● Bravo to the Hunter College
PSC-CUNY chapter, which spotted the proposed policy that would
have required faculty and staff to
obtain prior administrative permission before they could speak to
public officials “as a scholar, teacher, mentor or citizen of Hunter College.” Such a policy seems to me to
be a clear violation of the faculty’s
academic freedom, so I am glad
that Hunter has its own standing
committee on academic freedom
and that the committee will play
an active role in the development
of any new policy.
The University Faculty Senate
Academic Freedom Committee
has been urging faculty at all colleges where there is no academic
freedom committee to establish
one. Such a committee could investigate possible violations of
academic freedom, monitor and
report to the faculty on the status
of academic freedom at the college, examine proposed policies
(like Hunter’s) with an eye to academic freedom issues and serve

as a resource in cases related to
Student Complaint procedures.
We think that such a committee
can serve as a valuable and continuing resource for college faculty. If your campus doesn’t have
such a committee, you should set
one up!
Lenore Beaky
Secretary, University Faculty Senate

Article, editor criticized
● Peter Hogness is very skillful
in maintaining/repeating libelous
claims first leveled against me by
the discredited comptroller and
“public servant” Alan Hevesi and
one Isaac Abraham, for whom I
refused to conduct myself improperly while in the employ of Governor Pataki. These are facts, as
opposed to the innuendo promoted
by the Clarion under Mr. Hogness’s
stewardship.
That I chose not to dignify these
claims on principle during my 1999
confirmation hearing makes them
no less false. My record on behalf

of students – especially those in our
heretofore underendowed schools,
such as Medger (sic) Evers, and on
many other matters as an uncompensated trustee is clear. I don’t
need the endorsement of the Clarion or the PSC to provide me with
credentials.
It is telling that the Clarion and
PSC find such worth in a councilmember, a “higher education
chairman” no less, whose greatest
accomplishment is visiting with
students solely for purposes of incitement. Questioning authority is
one thing; reliving revolutions of
yesteryear is something else.
Jeffrey Wiesenfeld
CUNY Trustee
Clarion editor Peter Hogness responds: The article that Mr. Wiesenfeld disliked appeared on page 4 of
the January 2010 Clarion (available
online at www.psc-cuny.org/com
munications.htm).
After describing Mr. Wiesenfeld’s
confrontation with Councilmember
Charles Barron at the groundbreak-

ing for BMCC’s Fiterman Hall, we
reported as follows:
“The Daily News, New York
Observer and other publications
noted that part of the background
for this confrontation was the confirmation hearing on Wiesenfeld’s
appointment as a trustee in 1999.
Williamsburg activist Isaac Abraham testified that Wiesenfeld had
referred to black people as “savages” and Hasidic Jews as “thieves.”
Wiesenfeld did not deny the charge
at the time, saying only that Abraham was motivated by a personal
feud. (He did finally reject the accusation eight years later, in a letter
to Clarion.)”
Everything in that paragraph is
true, and I believe it was relevant,
factual reporting. If Mr. Wiesenfeld considers it to be innuendo, he
should lodge the same complaint
with the editors of the Observer
and the Daily News, since we simply summarized their coverage. Of
the three publications, only Clarion
reported Mr. Wiesenfeld’s denial.
We report, you decide.

CUNY buildings blow hot & cold
By JOHN TARLETON

Brooklyn College professor Jean
Grassman was visiting Whitehead
Hall during winter break last year
when she spotted a colleague interviewing a job candidate. What she
saw gave her a chill.
“They were both sitting there in
coats, and the window shade was
blowing because the window wasn’t
sealed,” she recalled.
At Hunter, distinguished professor of political science Rosalind
Petchesky suffers from chronic sinus headaches and upper respiratory problems that were aggravated
during the Fall term by the sweltering conditions in her seventh floor
classroom in the West Building.

head pounding
“It makes me feel like my head
is spinning. I can’t think clearly
because my head is pounding with
my sinuses,” said Petchesky, who
does not experience such problems
away from campus. “There were a
couple of times when I felt I should
cancel classes because the heat
was so horrible. There were students with their heads on the desk.
They looked miserable.”
If you are shivering or sweating in your classroom or office at
CUNY during these dark winter
days, you are not alone. Many
buildings on CUNY’s 18 campuses
experience extreme temperature
fluctuations during the winter, as
well as at the peak of summer, often due to the buildings’ age or poor
construction.

Targeted complaints get results
Grassman, who recalls watching
snowstorms from her office while
wearing a tank-top, is also the cochair of the PSC Health and
Safety Watchdogs. She
said it can be difficult to persuade administrators that a
building’s temperature is badly out of
balance.
“They will say,
‘ Ever ybody ha s
their preferences’
and try to make it
an aesthetic issue and
your own personal preference for warm or cold
air,” Grassman stated.
The union has tried to
counteract that by providing
thermometers and log books to faculty and staff so that they can present hard data about a building’s
performance. “The thermometers
have been very useful in that way,”
Grassman said.
Grassman urged others to contact
the PSC Health and Safety Watchdogs to receive thermometers and
log sheets. (E-mail hswatchdogs@
pscmail.org, or call the PSC office at
(212) 354-1252.) “We will make sure
they get it by sending it ourselves or
by directing them to the right person
on their campus,” Grassman said.
At Hunter, the PSC chapter recently gathered hundreds of petition signatures from faculty and
students and got the administration

to install some new thermostats in
the West Building. “We get things
done by complaining about
it,” said Michael Perna, a
member of the Hunter
PSC Executive Committee. “It takes a
while, but you see
results.”
Still, much remains to be done.
Kelly A nderson,
an associate professor of film and
media studies, said
her fourth f loor
classroom at Hunter
West was “unbearably hot” last semester. “My class was at
8:25 pm. The students could
barely stay awake.”
Ben Chitty, PSC Health and
Safety Watchdog at Queens College, said it’s important to remember that maintenance workers are
rarely the ones to blame for extreme temperatures or other chronic problems in CUNY buildings.

scapegoats
“It’s not the maintenance people’s fault,” said Chitty, who has
worked to organize a coalition of
all the unions to advocate for better
health and safety conditions on the
QC campus. “They have the skills.
They want to do a good job. They
do the work they are assigned with
the resources they are given. Their

work reflects the funding priorities
of the administration and the University as a whole.” He said the lack
of proper funding goes back to the
1970s. “It takes a while for buildings
to fall apart,” Chitty stated.
The problems that stem from
limited resources at CUNY – aging
buildings and inadequate funding
– mean that management needs
to watch wintertime building temperatures like a hawk. If they don’t
pay attention, problems are pretty
sure to crop up.

persistence
Union activists say that the best
solution to excessive cold or heat
is an old one: make some noise.
Persistent temperature problems
can be solved if they get on management’s radar screen – but if
no one complains, they are likely
to linger on. If you need assistance with a temperature problem, e-mail hswatchdogs@psc
mail.org to get in touch with a member of the PSC Health and Safety
Watchdogs on your campus or contact your union chapter chair.
Hope Hartman, professor of
education at City College, said that
persistence worked for her in the
Fall 2008 semester after she caught
a bad cold due to a constant blast
of cold air in her office in CCNY’s
NAC Building.
“I called every day for two
months,” Hartman said, “until the
problem was resolved.” It shouldn’t
take two months – but if Hartman
had given up, her office might still
be freezing cold.

News
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BCC admin moves on campus repairs
By JOHN TARLETON

Faculty and staff at Bronx Community College have complained for
years about the school’s crumbling
infrastructure. Now, BCC is beginning to take action after the union
organized an all-day exhibit that
put a spotlight on problems plaguing the 116-year-old campus.
In a January 8 message to PSC
Chapter Chair Nikki McDaniel,
BCC labor designee Mary Rogan
announced that the college would:
● install new doors for 15 bathroom
stalls by the end of February.
● repair men’s bathrooms on the
7th and 8th floors of Meister Hall.
● frame, sheetrock and repair a
damaged wall in Room 101 in Havemeyer Hall.
● improve outdoor lighting around
Sage Hall, CPH and the Hall of
Fame, an open-air colonnade with

Union’s ‘Hall of Shame’ exhibit prompts action
bronze busts of 98 notables from
early US history.
“It feels great,” said McDaniel.
“I hope it’s the beginning of a new
way of doing things.”

changes
Held on November 24 in the
lobby of Meister Hall, the “Hall of
Shame” exhibit featured six-foothigh display boards covered front
and back with photos and vivid descriptions supplied by faculty and
students. The event drew more
than 1,000 people.
Ten days later, PSC chapter representatives met with BCC President Carolyn Williams and seven
other campus officials to discuss
health and safety issues. On December 15, McDaniel, BCC Ex-

ecutive Committee member Nikos step. She taught last semester in
Apostolakis and PSC President Room 101 in Havemeyer where
Barbara Bowen held a follow-up one of the walls had several holes
through which bugs would
meeting at the CUNY cenenter the room. She added
tral office with Williams Increased
that the move to repair the
and CUNY labor designee funding
busted bathroom stalls
Pamela Silverblatt, where
was especially needed.
it was agreed BCC would essential
“It’s outrageous that
begin to take action.
for future
we have had to put up
“For years they have
improvement with bathroom stalls
been saying they didn’t
have the money to do these things, without doors,” she said. “I’ll be
but as soon as we did this action, very happy when I see they’ve
they began to change things imme- taken care of that.”
diately,” Apostolakis noted. “I hope
people will see that the union did dangerous
this and become more active in the
ESL lecturer Nancy Gear said
union and make it stronger.”
she has watched the idyllic 50-acre
ESL professor Sharon Utakis campus deteriorate during her 28
agreed that the administration’s years at BCC. Last semester she
actions represented a positive first got a black eye when she fell while

walking down some dimly lit stairs
in Sage Hall.
“I hope we see positive change in
the physical plant,” she said. “It’s a
beautiful campus.”
Many of BCC’s infrastructure
problems, such as a lack of clean
drinking water and poor indoor
air quality, will be expensive to fix.
Union activists say they want to
build on their initial success at the
campus level to push Bronx elected
officials to secure more funds for the
college. The PSC chapter has gathered about 300 petition signatures
calling on local officials to fight for
BCC. The union plans to press for
more capital funding for the aging
campus in the fights over this year’s
City and State budgets.
“BCC is in dire need of financial
support. It’s literally falling apart,”
McDaniel said. “We need the City
to step up to the plate.”

Hunter child care center wins reprieve
By Karah Woodward

At Hunter College, student parents
and their children won a reprieve
on December 21 when a State court
issued a temporary restraining order halting administration plans to
eliminate one of four classrooms
from the Children’s Learning Center (CLC). Now in its 26th year, the
CLC provides year-round child care
and educational services to the children of Hunter students.
For now, the ruling prevents the
administration from reassigning
or renovating Room 209 for any
purpose other than providing child
care, pending a court hearing on
February 11. The change had been
scheduled to take effect in January.

PSC backs student parents

the CLC,” said Schreiber, a recent
Hunter graduate whose daughter
attended the CLC for three-and-a
half years. Both Schreiber and her
husband were students whose attendance was made possible by the
services provided at the CLC.

It was a significant victory for the
Parent Student Union and the Committee to Defend Hunter Childcare.
This alliance of parent students, activists and PSC members says that
the CLC helps carry out CUNY’s
mission to provide access to higher
education for all.
The group began organizing
against the planned shrinkage of the
CLC when Hunter College President
Jennifer Raab announced in May
that Room 209 was “underutilized”
and the space would be reclaimed
for “administrative purposes.”
“That room is not underutilized,”
said Luz Schreiber, a lead plaintiff
in the lawsuit filed on behalf of student parents at Hunter. “It houses
an after-school program and it was
running at full capacity.”
The CLC’s pre-school program
serves children ages 30 months to
six years, while the after-school
program serves children ages six to
12. The low-cost programs are administered on a sliding scale based
upon family income. The center is

Pat Arnow

not a luxury

Hunter College student Charlotta Nutley (center) speaks at a December 21 rally.
integrated with Hunter’s School
of Education and has enjoyed a
strong partnership with the University. Many of the CLC’s teachers are
Hunter alumni.
Dean of Students Eija Ayravainen stated last year that, based on
“an ongoing assessment of how best
to use the limited space we have,”
Room 209 would be reassigned to
other student services, such as preprofessional career advising.
“It’s pitting student against student, which is ridiculous,” said
Hunter PSC Chapter Chair Tami
Gold. “Students with children
should be welcomed and embraced
at CUNY.” Although one in 10 Hunter undergraduates are parents, Ayravainen referred to onsite child

care as “a luxury” in a meeting
with CLC supporters last summer.

big impact
If Room 209 in the Hunter North
Building were closed, the CLC
would lose 28% of its classroom
space, forcing the preschool and
after-school programs to crowd
into the same room. Currently
the CLC has the capacity to serve
a total of 68 children. The loss of
Room 209 would mean a reduction
of nine preschool slots and three
after-school slots. Although the
numbers may seem small, student
parents say the impact would be
immeasurable.
“I would have never been able to
go back to school if it were not for

quality child care is not only a lifeline – it may very well be the key to
their success,” said Councilmember
Rodriguez. “I strongly oppose the reduction of classroom space from the
Children’s Learning Center. Child
care services at Hunter and CUNY
must be promoted, so that every parlife changing
ent knows they also have the oppor“I need this program in order to tunity to receive an education.”
“Child care is not a luxury,” said
get my degree,” declared another
student parent, Leah Revi. “I have Barron. “It is a necessity for struggling working families and stuno other means of child care.”
“The union chapter voted to sup- dents at CUNY.”
On the same day that the court
port the student demand to keep
Room 209 as part of the CLC,” Gold order was issued, student activists
told Clarion, “because it’s very im- and their children gathered in a
protest against the closing
portant that education be
available to those who need ‘Child care of Room 209, holding signs
chanting. While the
it the most.” Gold described a
may be the and
rally was underway, demHunter student who spoke at a
December meeting with Ayra- key to their onstrators spotted Dean
Ayravainen in the lobby of
vainen: “She said that the CLC success.’
Hunter West and tried to
had changed her life. It taught
her parenting skills and how to be a enter the building to speak with her.
better student, to believe in herself They met an aggressive response
from Hunter security, who manhanand believe in her daughter.”
In addition to the PSC chapter, dled several protesters and threatCLC advocates have received sup- ened a Clarion photographer with
port from a September vote of the arrest. One student, Agustín Castro,
college’s Student Senate and 3,000 was arrested; student witnesses said
signatures on a petition from mem- he was targeted arbitrarily.
bers of the Hunter community. They
have also gained the backing of the drop the charges
former and current chairs of the City
“Hunter students should be able
Council’s Higher Education Com- to approach the dean of student sermittee, Councilmembers Charles vices of our own school,” a petition
Barron and Ydanis Rodriguez.
in support of Castro stated. “Hunter
“The real problem is that the CLC administration should have commuis not promoted,” Schreiber told nicated with us rather than sending
Clarion. There are many Hunter Hunter security officers to charge
students and potential students who on students.” The Hunter PSC chapneed child care, she said, yet are un- ter has called for charges against
aware of the CLC’s services. “Hunter Castro to be dropped.
On February 11, a State court
is the largest CUNY campus, yet a
few preschool slots are available. judge was scheduled to hear arguMeanwhile at Brooklyn College, ments from both sides over the fate
of the CLC. As Clarion went to press,
there are 120 on a waiting list.”
“For many young parents, par- Room 209 was still open to serve stuticularly single parents, access to dent parents and their children.
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Hostos PSC chapter always ‘on the spot’
By JOHN TARLETON

In an initiative known as “PSC on the
Spot,” union activists at Hostos Community College have been visiting
PSC members where they work since
Spring 2009 to help identify and solve
health and safety problems. This
regular outreach has helped fix conditions ranging from a damaged fire
alarm to extremes of hot and cold.
“You have to keep in touch with
your members,” said Hostos Chapter Chair Lizette Colón. “You lose
touch if you don’t visit. It keeps you
grounded.”

Walking tours find problems

Last September Colón, Chapter
Secretary Craig Bernardini and union
delegate Olga Steinberg were visiting
the A Building at Hostos when natural
sciences Chair Dr. Francisco Fernández called their attention to a malfunctioning fire door and alarm system
panel. The problem was adjacent to a
cluster of biology and chemistry labs,
with prep rooms full of chemicals, on
the building’s fifth floor.
Fernández and Colón subsequently
met with Glenda Grace, the college’s
executive counsel and labor designee,
who accompanied them to the site to
see the problem firsthand. On November 17 the new president of Hostos,
Félix Matos-Rodríguez, announced
that the CUNY Central Office had allocated funds for the repairs. At the
end of December, the work, which is
ongoing, got underway.

Dave Sanders

faulty fire alarm

Hostos Chapter Chair Lizette Colón and Chapter Secretary Craig Bernardini help
assistant professor Patricia Frenz-Belkin fill out a work request form.
“I was waiting for someone to fix
it and nothing happened,” said Dora
Villa-González, a CLT who works
on the fifth floor. “Now, I’m happy to
see it’s happening. I feel safer.” The
likelihood of a fire in a given area
may be small – but if there is a fire
and safety devices don’t function,
the consequences can be tragic.
“When you achieve a concrete
victory like that, it’s like ‘Wow!’ I
did something,” added Bernardini,
an assistant professor of English.
“It gives you energy for the broader struggles.”

The Hostos chapter’s increased focus on monitoring health and safety
conditions began in early 2007, when
the union teamed up with representatives from the college administration to address an embarrassing
rat infestation on campus. The rat
problem was eventually controlled,
but the PSC chapter decided to continue outreach to members to identify health and safety problems and
get them solved.
“People feel no one will listen to
them. They will go years without
complaining because they think

nothing will change,” said Lisan- fessor of language and cognition,
ka Soto, an HEO activist who has Frenz-Belkin described how her
walked the Savoy Building with work space on the fifth floor of the
Colón. “But if you take the time to B Building was often too chilly to
listen, they will tell you what is go- use. Colón guided her step by step
ing wrong in their unit. They just in finding the work request form.
need a friendly face to talk to.”
“Now go there and vent everyUnion activists emphasize it is thing,” Colón said when the proper
management’s responsibility to form came up on the screen. The next
maintain a safe workplace.
day, Frenz-Belkin’s problem was
Colón, who has a restless enthu- taken care of when workers from the
siasm for helping others, has
Maintenance Department
worked at Hostos since 1982 Outreach
fixed a nearby thermometer
as a lecturer in the counsel- to members and her office was restored
ing department. On a walk
to a normal temperature.
through the B and C Build- builds
“Now I can sit in my office
ings in December, she was a strong
without gloves,” she later
frequently stopped and greettold Clarion.
chapter.
ed by colleagues and former
Colón said that Matosstudents. “Que gusto verte!” (“How Rodríguez’s administration has
good to see you!”) Colón exclaimed, been much more responsive than his
as she greeted each person with a predecessor’s. “They don’t give false
peck on the cheek and a friendly promises,” she told Clarion, “and
squeeze on the arm. Throughout they follow through on anything they
the walk, she reminded faculty and say they are going to do.”
staff about the chapter’s upcomAt every chance, Colón and Bering holiday party – outreach that nardini continued tutoring their
helped the event draw more than colleagues in how to navigate the col50 people.
lege website to find the work request
forms. Their last stop of the day was
personal contact
to visit Barbara Summers, an ad“The best reminders are person- junct lecturer in the English Departal,” Colón remarked. “People don’t ment who works in a 3’ x 8’ space that
read e-mail. But if you take the time used to be a janitor’s closet.
As Summers completed her first
and personally remind them and
say, ‘We would really like you to work form, Colón smiled and encouraged her to make use of her
join us,’ they will make the effort.”
When Colón and Bernardini new knowledge.
“Now you can teach others,”
dropped in on the office of Patricia
Frenz-Belkin, an assistant pro- Colón said.

Management violates adjunct workload limit
By PETER HOGNESS

In response to mounting violations
of the contract’s limit on adjunct
teaching load, the PSC told CUNY
that it must respect contractual
limits, and that the union will grant
waivers only in true emergencies.
For many years, CUNY submitted a few requests per semester for
waivers of this contractual limit.
But in recent years the number has
shot up, from about 20 or 30 to more
than 500 per semester. For Spring
2009, management did not even file
a waiver request in more than 200
cases and assigned adjunct teaching loads in violation of the contractual limit. The union has filed
grievances and adopted a firmer
approach for 2010.

enforcing limits
“CUNY can’t have it both ways,”
said PSC President Barbara Bowen. “They boast about the growing
enrollment but refuse to provide
enough full-time lines to support
the student population.”
The union contract sets adjunct
teaching load at a maximum of 9
hours at one CUNY college, plus one
course, of not more than 6 hours, at
another. Over the years, as CUNY
became more reliant on adjunct
teaching, the union agreed to in-

PSC: contract must be respected
“In the short term,” Bowen said,
crease the caps in the contract. Until
1984 adjuncts could teach up to two “making the change to enforce the
courses for 6 credit hours. In 1984 the limit may be hard for some departsecond campus provision was added, ments and even harder for the adand in the 1990-96 contract the cur- juncts themselves. We recognize
that. But at 1,000 waivers a year,
rent 9/6 rule was established.
CUNY was abusing the
“Increasing the caps was
an accommodation to chronic University waiver process. The only
solution is for CUNY to deunderfunding that accelerated needs
mand the full-time lines we
the growth of a two-tier workneed and stop sending the
force,” said Steve London, the more
message to Albany that we
PSC’s first VP. “Relaxing labor full-time
can absorb repeated budget
standards facilitated the defaculty.
cuts – we can’t!”
cline in full-time lines. Through
Michael Batson, an adjunct lecthe waiver process, CUNY is trying
to increase its use of exploited ad- turer in history at CSI, is a member
junct labor by hiring them as full- of the PSC Executive Council and a
labor historian. “This is not an issue
time teachers at part-time wages.”
Failure to enforce existing con- that the union created,” Batson told
tractual limits, Bowen emphasized, Clarion. “It reflects a trend over the
creates incentives for CUNY to pile last 30 years of corporations trying
more and more work onto adjuncts to get around fixed labor costs, and
instead of providing full-time lines public institutions like CUNY following suit. CUNY used contingent
at full pay.
For a transition period in the labor in the 1970s to get out of a fisSpring 2010 semester, the union cal crisis and never returned to its
reached an agreement with CUNY old model.”
that it would not generally oppose
waiver requests if filed on time. hardship for adjuncts
But in cases that do not constitute
“From a labor standpoint, the
an emergency, a notice will be sent union has to enforce the contract
that a similar waiver is unlikely to to defend members’ working condibe approved in the Fall.
tions,” Batson said. “But we can’t ig-

nore that this will disproportionately
hurt some of our most vulnerable
members, and we must respond.”
“For many adjuncts, this puts
them into hardship,” said Marcia
Newfield, the union’s vice president
for part-time personnel. “They will
lose $8,000 of income – and when
you’re making less than $30,000 a
year, that’s a lot. In these conditions
of recession, it’s difficult to find alternate income.”
“This sends the wrong message
to adjuncts,” said Mike Vozick, a
union delegate and adjunct lecturer at Hostos and BMCC. “We need
to start imagining and acting on
better ways for leaders, full-timers
and adjuncts to work together for a
stronger union,” Vozick said.
“Upholding labor standards has
always been a difficult and controversial issue for unions,” said
London. “Minimum wage, prevailing wage and child labor laws were
not enacted without some working
people being initially hurt. But in
the end, these standards benefited
workers.” We must not forget, said
PSC Treasurer Mike Fabricant, that
“these laws were part of organized
efforts to raise standards for all.”
Rebecca Hill, a former adjunct
who is now an associate professor
and chapter chair at BMCC, argued
that enforcing the contract’s limit is

basic unionism. “If the University
can hire someone to teach a fulltime course load at adjunct pay, it
has no economic interest in hiring
anyone at a full-time salary,” Hill
told Clarion, and allowing longer
hours for adjuncts thus undermines
the bargaining unit. In contrast,
said Hill, winning higher wages for
part-timers is good for everyone:
“Adjuncts then make more money,
and it’s harder for management to
undercut full-time wages.”

larger strategy
Andrew Beveridge, chair of the
Queens College sociology department, said the change will pose
some problems in his department,
due to recent changes in credits and
contact hours. Still, he said, “The
movement to contingent labor has
been bad for CUNY, and the union’s
handling of the overload waiver
problem has my full support.”
The union is organizing to win
more security for contingent faculty,
Bowen said, and part of that effort
has been the fight for full-time conversion lines for long-serving adjuncts. “CUNY needs to double its
number of full-time faculty and to
treat adjuncts with equity,” Bowen
said. “None of this will be easy to
win. But to succeed, we have to begin
by holding CUNY to the contract.”
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Regents shift NY teacher prep
By JESSICA SIEGEL
Brooklyn College

Away from higher education

The New York State Board of Regents has approved a plan to expand
alternative certification and open up
teacher education to “cultural institutions, research centers, nonprofits
and others.” For the first time, it allows institutions outside higher education to create programs to train
teachers, with the Regents directly
granting master’s degrees.
The change is one of several
initiatives by New York State Education Commissioner David M.
Steiner, aimed in part at improving New York’s odds of getting up
to $700 million in potential funding
through the US Department of Education’s “Race to the Top” program.
The result, say teacher education professors and PSC activists
like David Gerwin, associate professor and co-coordinator of the
social studies program in Queens
College’s department of secondary
education, will be a “bifurcated system”: the majority of new teachers
will go through a highly structured
and regulated system of education
schools, while wide leeway is given
to groups jumping into teacher
preparation for the first time –
potentially including for-profit
businesses.
“I find it problematic,” said Susan
Semel, professor of education and
chair of the department of secondary education at CCNY and professor of urban education at the CUNY
Graduate Center. “Now they can go
to Kaplan University,” she said, referring to the SAT tutoring organization. “I’ve already seen the ads.”
The Regents’ plan would pilot a
“new teacher certification model”
aimed at “increasing the supply of highly effective teachers in
high-needs subjects in high-needs
communities.” This would be “a
clinically based model,” in which
teacher candidates work directly in
a school from the beginning, taking
only education classes focused directly on the in-school experience.

different models of teacher preparation should occur within the context of a college-based...model and
not as an alternative to it.”
PSC First VP Steve London said
that a half-dozen PSC members,
all faculty in teacher education,
had helped to shape the PSC’s position, and the union worked closely
with NYSUT on a common stand.
“There’s a lot at stake here, and the
union had to respond,” London said
(see www.psc-cuny.org/PDF/Commi
ssionerSteinerLetter.pdf).
Also weighing in were CUNY
Chancellor Matthew Goldstein,
SUNY Chancellor Nancy Zimpher
and NYU President John E. Sexton,

wrong answer
Barbara Bowen, president of
the PSC, Maria Neira, first vicepresident of New York State United
Teachers (NYSUT) and Phillip
Smith, president of United University Professions (the SUNY faculty
union), wrote a letter to Commissioner Steiner in December opposing
the plan. “The unspoken implication
of many alternative models of preparation is that anyone can teach,” they
wrote. “Other professions, when
faced with shortages in specialized
areas, do not typically move to create what can be perceived as an
easier path to the profession.”
“We support innovation and the
call to pilot a new teacher certification model,” the three union leaders wrote, but they argued that “a
shift to non-collegiate institutions”
would not help. “We are unaware of
research that would support such
a change,” they noted. “Piloting

Gary Schoichet

regimes for students and schools,”
wrote Steiner, “they are authorizing teacher-preparation programs
that teach distrust and even opposition to this same regime.”
Steiner’s former colleague Anthony Picciano, professor of education at Hunter and executive officer
of CUNY’s PhD program in urban
education, said that at Hunter,
Steiner “questioned how well teacher education programs were doing
their jobs.” Picciano added that
while Steiner was “a fine administrator,” he also espoused the notion
that public schools “need more rigorous standards and needed to follow more of a corporate model.”

David Gerwin of Queens College warns against a “bifurcated system.”
who chairs the Commission on Independent Schools and Universities, an
association of New York State’s private colleges. “[We] want to reiterate our concern with your proposal
to award master’s degrees to graduates of non-traditional providers
outside the already accredited public and private sectors of higher education,” they wrote to Steiner and
Board of Regents Chancellor Merryl Tisch. “If in the end you advance
this proposal,” they concluded, “we
urge you to make a clear commitment to holding non-traditional
vendors and their pilot programs
to the same rigorous standards that
degree-granting higher education
institutions must achieve.”
Steiner, formerly dean of the
Hunter College School of Education, made his name when he was
at Boston University with a 2004
study of 16 schools of education in
which he raised questions about
“the rigor, the ideological balance
and thoroughness of these programs,” as he wrote in an op-ed in
the now-defunct New York Sun. He
wrote that education schools were
oriented toward progressive educators like John Dewey and Howard
Gardner, giving short shrift to conservative figures. And “at the same
time as states are putting in highstakes testing and accountability

Steiner’s proposed changes,
which were approved by the Regents in December and January, also included a “performance-based”
assessment model for certification.
Teacher candidates would be initially certified after submitting
a video and analysis of their own
teaching, as well as documents such
as a collection of student work with
a discussion of student learning.
They would then have six years to
prepare for permanent certification,
submitting similar materials plus
proof of student learning, using data
from their students’ statewide exams. Similar kinds of data, including
“performance of their graduates on
positively affecting student learning
and achievement,” would be used to
evaluate schools of education.

flawed tests
Education historian Diane Ravitch was sharply critical of using
these high-stakes exams as a way to
evaluate teachers or teacher training institutions. “It is generally acknowledged that the [NY State]
tests are deeply flawed,” she wrote
in an e-mail. State scores “have
been soaring” while national scores
“have been flat,” Ravitch wrote.
“Yet now the State is prepared to
make these pathetically inflated
test scores the basis for qualify-

years in the classroom in exchange
for a funded master’s degree. While
some have gone on to become extraordinary teachers, many have
left teaching after their two years
were up.
Semel, who began her career at
ing and certifying future teachers.
This move, of course, will make the Dalton School, originally bought
standardized testing of basic skills into the model that anyone can teach
the be-all and end-all of education, if they know the subject matter. “It’s
while disregarding everything else so much more complex than the
that goes into a good education, like way the policy makers spin it,” she
the arts, history, literature, foreign says today. “They need some reality
checks. You need a good ballanguages and the sciences.”
ance between what the eduMany education school Plan
cation schools can offer and
professors like David Ger- could hurt
what the classroom can. It is
win have no problem with
not an either/or.”
the broader notion of perfor- quality of
In June the Regents
mance-based assessment teaching,
will release a Request for
– they have been using such
says PSC. Proposals for alternative
tools for years. “Every program I know has portfolios and certification models. Colleges of
comments on a body of evidence,” education, as well as any organizaGerwin said. “It would be nice to tion with “demonstrated results in
look at performance-based assess- raising achievements in high-needs
ments across the state and build on students” are invited to apply. Acwhat people have done, instead of cording to Joseph Frey, deputy
hiring an outside testing company.” commissioner of education, 10 to
New York’s education schools 12 programs will be funded, with
have gone through a volatile time the first cohorts of teacher candisince 1998, when the State Educa- dates starting in September 2011.
tion Department (SED) instituted Frey told Clarion that institutions
a series of mandates to raise stan- of higher education were welcome
dards in teacher preparation. These to compete with museums, culturincluded increasing the number of al institutions, research centers,
hours that teacher candidates spend nonprofits and others. How would
in the schools observing classrooms it be determined whether these
prior to student teaching, doubling other entities had “demonstrated
to a year the time middle school and results in raising achievement in
high school teachers spend student high-needs students”? That is still
teaching, and establishing and re- to be determined. And the money
quiring Content Specialty Tests to depends upon whether New York
assess subject knowledge. Many State receives Race to the Top
education professors speak posi- funds – which is far from certain.
tively of increasing the time teacher
candidates spend in schools – where faculty voices
they can link what they are studying
But even if the money is not
with real world experiences.
there, Steiner and the Regents have
The SED also required schools of signaled the direction they plan to
education to be certified by the Na- take. “The State has a history of betional Council for the Accreditation ing stringent with education schools
of Teacher Education (NCATE), and then figuring out ways around
which mandates a rigorous sever- them,” Gerwin said. Gerwin and
al-year process of data analysis, others question whether having a
extensive reports and site visits.
tightly regulated system for some
Peter Taubman, professor of edu- and a wide-open one for others is the
cation at Brooklyn College, described best way to ensure teacher quality.
the process of becoming NCATE- Reducing the bureaucratic burden
certified this way in his book Teach- on schools of education, they suging by Numbers (Routledge, 2009): gest, could do more to encourage
“[P]rofessors increasingly filled successful innovation.
their conversations with talk of out“It is critical that the Regents
comes, performance data, alignment and the Commissioner of Education
of standards, rubrics, grids and how hear the voices of the faculty who
to ‘tweak’ or ‘jury-rig’ or simply prepare our teachers,” said Maria
fabricate course syllabi or bulletin Neira. “Their proposal would have
descriptions to meet some new stan- been strengthened by involving facdard. Program and general faculty ulty from its inception, and NYSUT
meetings consisted more and more is pressing the SED to rely on the
of discussions about how to comply expertise of our higher education
with directives from the State or out- faculty to remedy its weaknesses.”
side agencies and associations.”
Aaron Pallas, a professor of sociAt the same time that schools ology and education at Columbia’s
of education were being more and Teachers College, warns that sepamore tightly regulated, alternative rating teacher preparation from acacertification routes were opened up demic institutions will not improve
to allow some teacher candidates teaching in New York State. “One
into the classroom with very little might wonder whether other occupreparation. One is the NYC Teach- pations regulated by the State will
ing Fellows Program, established in be far behind. Will health clinics be
2001. It is a highly competitive pro- authorized to prepare physicians?
gram that selects many graduates of Will mental health facilities train
elite colleges, gives candidates one psychologists?” he wrote on his blog,
summer of training and sends them Skoolboy, at www.gothamschools.
into some of the most challenging org. “[T]he explicit decoupling of
schools to teach while attending the production of knowledge from
education classes in the evening. the preparation of practitioners, is,
Teaching fellows commit to two in my view, a very bad idea.”
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PSC pushes Albany for full CUN
On January 19, Governor David
Paterson announced a budget plan
that would continue cuts to CUNY
funding at a time of record student
enrollment. Paterson also proposed
legislation that would change how
tuition rates are set, allowing CUNY and SUNY to raise tuition without legislative authorization and to
charge different rates at different
colleges and for different programs.
One week later a team from the
PSC and New York State United
Teachers (NYSUT) met with Assembly Speaker Sheldon Silver,
Senate Majority Leader John Sampson and other legislative leaders to
ask that they reject Paterson’s plan
and instead provide fair funding for
CUNY. The next day PSC President
Barbara Bowen testified at a joint
Senate-Assembly budget hearing. Joined by First Vice President
Steve London, she presented a rational investment plan for CUNY.

cut after cut
Paterson’s proposed budget for the
2010-2011 fiscal year would cut $84.4
million from CUNY senior colleges
(including $20.8 million in personnel
costs). State base aid to community
colleges would shrink by $285 per
full-time equivalent student (FTE).
These reductions would come on
top of deep cuts in State aid for CUNY
senior colleges in the last two years
– a $68 million cut in fiscal year 2009,
another $45 million in FY 2010, and
$53 million in a mid-year cut during
FY 2010. The reduction in base aid to
community colleges also comes on
the heels of a midyear cut of $130 per
FTE imposed last December.

City budget
Mayor Bloomberg’s January 28
budget plan would cut CUNY funding by $15.5 million, or 8%, in fiscal
year 2011 and impose a $9.5 million
midyear cut in 2010. The proposal
totals $1.6 billion in new cuts in fiscal years 2010 and 2011.
The preliminary budget asks City
workers to pay an additional $357
million in health premiums, lose
$200 million in benefits in a new Tier
5 pension plan and produce “productivity” savings of $190 million. By FY
2013, those three proposals would
cost City workers $1.3 billion a year.
At the same time, Wall Street –
with $58 billion in estimated profits
in calendar year 2009 – is flourishing. But the city’s top income tax
rate for its wealthiest residents remains far lower (3.65%) than it was
during recent fiscal crises (4.45%).
Ron Hayduk of the PSC’s Legislative Committee urged members
to sign up to lobby their City councilmember. “It’s our union, it’s our
city, and we’ve got to defend it,”
Hayduk said.
– GLENN PASANEN

Resisting Paterson’s budget cuts

El-Wise Noisette

By DINELLE LUCCHESI
& PETER HOGNESS

PSC Senior College Officer Alex Vitale speaks with a State Senate staffer.
The PSC argues that these cuts
are short-sighted and amount to a
self-inflicted injury on New York
State. “Cutting CUNY will only
make the state’s economic problem
worse,” said Bowen.
“If New York wants to rebound
from this recession, its best hope is
to provide affordable, quality public
higher education,” she testified at
the January 27 hearing in Albany.
“New Yorkers know that the single
surest route to economic security
for themselves and their families is
a college degree.”
As a result, Bowen noted, enrollment of degree-seeking students at
CUNY is now 259,507 – the highest
level in CUNY’s history. The number of full-time equivalent students
at the senior colleges was up 6% last
year alone, but funding per FTE is
falling fast. At the community colleges, the number of FTEs is up by
11% over last year – yet Paterson’s
response has been to call for an 11%
decrease per FTE in State base aid.

“Any balanced assessment of the
executive budget has to take into
account CUNY’s huge enrollment
increases,” said London. “This
year’s cuts and Paterson’s proposals reverse the modest increases in
State aid since 2003.” Although senior college enrollment is up 33.8%
since 1990, State direct aid per FTE
is now down by 37% in real dollars.
Thus, one-third more students attend CUNY today than 20 years
ago, but the State provides onethird less support for each.

targeting higher ed
Despite CUNY’s economic importance, Bowen said, New York’s recent cuts to public higher education
“have been proportionately higher
than the cuts to any other sector of
the State budget.” This is a trend,
she said, that “places the State in
the rearguard on both economic
and educational policy.”
Alongside Paterson’s calls for
slashing State aid for CUNY, the

governor proposed some major same time, he cut State aid by $98
policy changes on public university million. That is not a deal I’d recomtuition. His bill would allow CUNY mend to a friend.”
The budget cuts sought by the govand SUNY to make large tuition increases (up to 10% next year) without ernor for FY 2011 include $20.8 milrequiring legislative approval. He lion in reduced spending on CUNY’s
would also allow charging different workforce, a move sharply criticized
rates of tuition – not only among dif- by the PSC. “Slashing the salaries of
ferent colleges, but even for different faculty and staff who already accept
programs at the same school. Differ- lower pay than they could command
at many other public and
ential tuition rates would not
More cuts
private universities...would
be subject to any cap.
send absolutely the wrong
“These changes would en- to CUNY will
message nationwide,” Bocourage further reductions
wen said. It would harm
in State aid and make CUNY hurt state’s
recruitment, she added,
more dependent on tuition economy.
and damage the quality of
and other private funding,”
said London. Since 1990, the share of education that CUNY can provide.
“The sum total of Paterson’s
the senior college operating budget
that comes from student tuition has plans is to fund CUNY and SUNY
risen from 21% to 41%, while infla- on the backs of its students and
tion-adjusted State aid has declined. workforce,” commented London.
The PSC’s alternative to Pat“The past 20 years have clearly
shown that tuition increases have erson’s budget cuts asks the legbeen matched by the withdrawal of islature to approve CUNY senior
State support,” London said. “This college funding at a level $121 milyear the governor made a big deal lion above the level proposed by the
about allowing CUNY to keep $22 governor. This includes reinstatmillion of the $111 million raised ing the $84.4 million that Paterson
through a 15% tuition hike. At the wants to cut in FY 2011, plus restor-

What you can do
Here’s how you can be part of the
PSC’s budget campaign. To join
local or Albany lobbying efforts,
please contact Amanda Magalhaes
at amagalhaes@pscmail.org.
1) Talk with legislators in their
home districts, at meetings organized by the PSC’s borough political action committees.
2) Join a PSC lobbying delegation
in Albany on March 1-2, March 9 or
March 15-16. (Two-day trips go up in

the evening and lobby the next day.)
3) Respond quickly when you are
asked to send ACT NOW messages
to legislators via the PSC website.
4) Visit the PSC budget web page
(www.psc-cuny.org/BudgetCam
paign1011.htm) to stay informed.
5) Make voluntary contributions
to the Committee on Political Education to help fund the PSC budget campaign (www.psc-political
action.org/VoteCope.htm).

CSI gets bus service restored
By RICHARD FLANAGAN
College of Staten Island

Swimming against the tide of recent budget cuts, the PSC chapter at
the College of Staten Island fought
back against an MTA service cut
and won.
The large suburban campus is
poorly served by the MTA, even
though it is the third busiest transit
hub in the borough. In the summer
of 2009, the MTA cut service on the
X10, the express bus line linking the
campus to Manhattan. Hundreds of
faculty, staff and students rely on this
line; the cuts fell particularly hard on
staff, since two departures were cancelled during the evening rush.

not inevitable
Instead of accepting the cuts as
inevitable, CSI activists launched
a campaign to get full service
restored.
The CSI chapter of the PSC,
chaired by Vasilios Petratos, had

Coalition paves road to victory

organized its Mass Transit Initia- CSI President Tomás Morales has
tive in 2009 to address just such made campus mobility issues a cenproblems. “We can have the great- tral priority since his arrival in 2007.
est programs in terms of course of- In 2008 Morales launched a shuttle
ferings, but if you cannot reach the bus that connects the campus with
campus then you are out of luck,” the Staten Island ferry.
To get service restored
said CSI professor Jonathan
on the X10 line, PSC acPeters, an economist and one Labor,
tivists contacted local
of the leaders of the effort.
students
elected officials. The
The Student Government
college administration’s
Association and the campus and college
chapter of NYPIRG were both pressure MTA. transportation committee met with the MTA and
vocal partners. “In order for
students to do well in class and get pressed the case. Even in a time of
the education they need, transit to austerity, this coalition was tough to
and from campus must be made as beat. Its combined efforts bore fruit,
smooth as possible,” NYPIRG’s Ben and the MTA reversed its decision.
“I give a lot of credit to the grassDeAngelis said. The proposal to restore service was “just plain com- roots efforts from the PSC, the stumon sense,” said Dennis Gaffigan, dents and the administration at CSI
a student government officer. “This in coming together,” said CSI Vice
President Milton Santiago.
is the right thing to do.”
This coalition has continued to
The union chapter also reached
out to the college administration. work together and is now focusing

on improvements to mass transit
service. At a campus meeting in
December, the PSC briefed Assemblymember Lou Tobacco and
Councilmember Vincent Ignizio
about the coalition’s goal of moving
MTA buses from the front gate to
a bus stop at the center of campus
and getting a MetroCard machine
on campus.

new goals
Union members discussed these
mass transit goals with State Senator Diane Savino when she spoke
at the November chapter meeting.
Last week, Tobacco’s staff told the
chapter leadership that MTA managers had agreed to schedule a
MetroCard vending bus to visit the
campus regularly.
Improving transportation on
campus is hard work. But CSI’s
stakeholders – labor, management
and students – have seen the results that persistent, united action
can achieve.
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ing one-third of the cuts imposed on
the senior colleges’ base budget in
the last two years. For the community colleges, the union is asking Albany to reject Paterson’s proposed
$285 reduction in base aid per FTE,
restore the $130 cut from last fall,
and add $85 to cover ground lost
to inflation, for $38.6 million more
than Paterson has asked.

revenue
“There are ways to address the
State’s revenue shortfall...that do not
rely on cutting vital public services,”
Bowen told the Albany hearing. She
urged legislators to consider revenue measures such as retaining a
portion of the stock transfer tax that

is now rebated annually and returning to a more progressive personal
income tax system.
Last year the legislature adopted some elements from the “Fair
Share” tax reform plan supported
by the PSC and a broad coalition of
other unions and community organizations. According to the Fiscal
Policy Institute, if the entire Fair
Share package had been approved,
New York would have about $1.6 to
$1.7 billion more in public revenue
than it does today.
“These cuts are not ordained,”
said London. “If the PSC membership is actively engaged, we can
make our own history and turn
around the governor’s proposals.”

El-Wise Noisette

NY funding

From left, PSC Secretary Arthurine DeSola, PSC Committee on Political Education Chair Ron Hayduk and Vice President for
Cross Campus Units Iris DeLutro in a meeting with Assemblywoman Audrey Pheffer.

Taking the ‘public’ out of higher ed?
Adapted from PSC President Barbara Bowen’s January 27 testimony
in Albany on Governor Paterson’s
proposed changes in the structure
of public university tuition.
We call on you to reject the governor’s recent proposal for restructuring public higher education. There
is nothing either empowering or
innovative about the governor’s
proposed “New York State Public
Higher Education Empowerment
and Innovation Act.” It seems to
have forgotten that higher education is a public good, not a private
commodity.
The reason for spending public money on public universities
is that the whole society benefits
when the population is educated.
People prosper, communities flourish, culture, science and medicine
advance for all when the public has
access to higher education. The
false and cynical premise underly-

PSC vs. uncontrolled tuition
ing the governor’s proposal is that essentially takes the public out of
a college education benefits only public higher education. Under its
the person who earns the degree provisions, CUNY and SUNY would
and has a purely instrumental be allowed to increase tuition every
value. While some minor elyear by two-and-half times
ements of the proposal may Different
the five-year average of the
make sense for CUNY, such
Education Price Inrates for Higher
as economies in purchasing,
dex (HEPI). As an example,
its central structure – re- different
CUNY could raise student
placing public money with majors
tuition up to 10% this year,
private – amounts to turnrather than the 2% requesting the State’s back on CUNY and ed – and could go on raising tuition
could mean the end of a tradition of by a similar amount every year. Tuaccess that spans three centuries.
ition at a public university increasing at more than double the higher
student cash cows
ed inflation rate every year? The
By allowing CUNY and SUNY governor calls this a “rational tuto set their own tuition levels, free ition” policy. We call it irrational.
It is not difficult to predict the
from legislative oversight and public accountability, and by making next step, given New York’s sorry
zero commitment to match any tu- history of underinvestment in
ition increases with additional State CUNY and SUNY. Students become
dollars, the governor’s proposal the cash machine, legislative con-

trol of tuition disappears, and the
State cuts back even further on its
support. The governor’s proposal
says not one word about State investment and offers no guarantee
that ever-escalating tuition would
not be used to replace existing State
support. This is a plan for privatizing the public universities, reducing
State support and limiting access to
those who can afford the constantly
rising tuition. We are confident that
the legislature will recognize that it
is not in the public interest.

tap reductions
The proposal also needs to be
considered in light of the proposed
decreases in TAP. The Executive
Budget this year decreases TAP
funding by $93 million, with a large
portion of the funding reductions
targeted at students in community
colleges. Whole categories of students are not well served by TAP
now, especially older independent

Oregon voters OK progressive tax changes
By BARBARA McKENNA
Editor, AFT On Campus

In a special election on January 26,
Oregon voters approved two ballot
measures that will raise $727 million for vital public services.
The 54% vote was a solid endorsement of progressive tax reform, in
a state where right-wing anti-tax
groups have often prevailed at the
polls. “Even in more conservative
areas, support was stronger than
expected,” the Portland Oregonian
reported.
The issue was a top priority for
Oregon affiliates of the American
Federation of Teachers (AFT). The
turnout was unusually high for a
special election, said David Rives,
president of AFT-Oregon. The re-

sult reflected voter opposition to
cutbacks in public services, said
AFT VP Merlene Martin, head of
the Oregon School Employees Association (OSEA). “We showed the effectiveness of a broad coalition that
spoke with one voice,” she said.

top priority
Measures 66 and 67 will raise
the corporate minimum tax from
$10 to $150 – the first increase since
1931 – and will raise the tax rate on
household income above $250,000.
Before the passage of these measures, more than two-thirds of corporations doing business in Oregon
paid just the $10-a-year corporate
minimum income tax.
The measures came to referendum after Governor Ted Kulongos-

ki, a Democrat, enacted progressive
Coalition members made huntax changes passed by the legisla- dreds of thousands of phone calls and
ture to help close a $4 billion hole personal visits to people’s homes.
in the State budget. After that
Advocates pointed out that the
happened in July 2009, opponents measures affected only those most
collected signatures to place the is- able to pay their fair share, Rives
sue on a ballot for a special
noted. The income tax
Corporations increase affects just 3%
election.
More than 250 organiza- & the wealthy of all Oregonians, while
tions came together in supthe corporate tax inport of the measures and to pay a
crease affects just 7% of
formed the “Yes for Oregon” fairer share
all businesses.
“We were able to comcoalition, an alliance that
included unions, small business municate really well that people
groups, advocates for children and are fed up with cuts to vital servicseniors, churches, neighborhood es,” said AFT-Oregon’s Rives. “The
associations, and civil rights and key point we made is that in Orenvironmental organizations. With egon, 90% of the State budget goes
help from the national AFT Solidar- to education, health care and pubity Fund, AFT-Oregon and OSEA lic safety. We just want to maintain
services and prevent future cuts.”
were able to play leading roles.

students without children and
many working adults.
One element of the governor’s
proposal deserves fuller discussion, because it may be favored by
the universities themselves. The
Act would authorize public universities to establish different tuition
levels for different colleges and
programs within colleges. For instance, tuition at one senior college
could be higher than at another, or
tuition for students majoring in engineering could be higher than for
students majoring in English.
In addition, such “differential”
tuition would not be subject even to
the mild restriction placed on annual tuition increases, of conforming to two-and-half times the HEPI
average. There will be few limits on
CUNY if it decided, for instance, to
charge $10,000 a year to students
selecting a pre-med major.

inequity
The result of such a change
would not take long to emerge:
poorer students would be shut out
of certain majors, likely the sciences and others that are costly to
offer, and steered toward less costly ones. Differential tuition would
exacerbate existing, and persistent, inequalities of race, gender
and class. It was to challenge those
inequities that many of us entered
into education in the first place and
that CUNY was founded as a bold
experiment in 1848. Imagine how
CUNY’s founders would have felt if
they could see their engine of social
equality turned into an enforcer of
existing inequities.
Rather than so-called “rational
tuition,” what CUNY and SUNY
need is rational investment. The
governor has offered a “New York
State Public Higher Education Empowerment and Investment Act”
that fails to include a single dollar
in public investment. Instead, let’s
work together to rebuild the funding CUNY and SUNY need.
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Immigrant students march
Motivated by a “deep desire and
need for citizenship” four immigrant students set out on a 1,500
mile walk from Miami, Florida, to
Washington, DC, on January 2. The
students hope their walking protest
will draw attention to Congress’s
lack of action on legislation that
would create paths to citizenship for
undocumented immigrant students
brought to the US as children.
Three of the four protesters do
not have legal status in the US,
although they have spent most
of their lives in this country. Felipe Matos, 23, a graduate of Miami Dade, has been unable to
get work as a teacher because he
does not have a valid Social Security number. Three of the students risk detention before their
planned May arrival in Washington, given the steady pace of immigration enforcement under the
Obama administration.

MIT study: action needed
for a diverse faculty
A recent study by MIT looked at
a problem that plagues academia
across the country: lack of racial
diversity among faculty. The report concluded that the university must improve recruitment and
retention of black and Hispanic
faculty to remain competitive.
Carol Wright, now a research associate with the PSC’s Project on
CUNY and Race, worked on the
MIT study. “At MIT, we found
that retention is a key issue,”
Wright said. “Understanding,
documenting and monitoring this
process is very important.”
The report urged MIT to examine the challenges faced by
minority faculty in order to understand the reasons they leave
at higher rates than their white
colleagues. Expanding sources
for recruitment, making mentoring more consistent and understanding race in the context of
history and power were among
its other recommendations.
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25 years of Working Theater
By GARRETT EISLER
Graduate Center

Off-Broadway, always on target

With Broadway tickets today often on Broadway, where shows grow
costing more than $100, profession- more expensive every year and
al live theater seems a luxury for increasingly devoted to fantasy
most of New York’s labor force. But spectacles like Phantom of the Opfor almost a quarter of a century, era. Mark Plesent, who has been its
the off-Broadway Working Theater producing director since 1996, says
has sought to present quality plays while the group avoids one-sided
at affordable prices for “Americans “agitprop” sketches, its plays are
political in the sense of
working in the industrial
“making audiences aware
and service economies who City
may be unable to afford com- unions say, of issues that are important to working people.”
mercial theater prices or feel
‘Support
In other words, he says,
that it does not resonate with
our
“We don’t do plays about
their lives and experience.”
people summering in the
A f u lly professiona l, troupes.’
Hamptons.”
nonprofit organization opDue to its limited budget and
erating under an Actors Equity
Off-Broadway contract, Working commitment to paying artists in acTheater has consistently drawn a cordance with industry standards,
racially and economically diverse Working Theater may not produce
audience. It accomplishes this as often as they’d like, but much of
through innovative outreach, tick- what they have presented has been
et subsidies, intense collaborations hailed for its quality. Their biggest
with the city’s labor unions and an box office success was the 2000
artistic commitment to thought- comedy Tabletop about a tyranniprovoking stories relevant to the cal television director (played by
comedian Rob Bartlett) tormenting
times we live in.
the technicians under him. Tablemeaningful plays
top will return for a special readWorking Theater began in 1985 ing this season, along with other
when a group of actors from the past hits like I Am a Man, about
same acting class banded together the labor strike that brought Marto produce the kinds of meaningful tin Luther King Jr. to Memphis in
plays they felt were being ignored 1968 before his assassination. Last

the company caps all tickets at $25
and offers further discounts to labor
union members at the box office.
Booking blocks of tickets as a group
can guarantee even lower prices,
as do special “pay what you can”
nights. Since their box office sales
only make up 20 to 25% of the high
expense of producing professional
theater in Manhattan, the company
aggressively seeks external funding
from both public agencies (like the
New York City Department of Cultural Affairs) and private sponsors
(like Amalgamated Life) to subsidize ticket prices.

season’s Exit Cuckoo, in which Lisa
Ramirez performed an account of
her experiences as a professional
nanny, will also return for a twonight engagement.

adventurous writers
As the range of upcoming titles
suggests, Working Theater presents
plays of many different styles and
genres. Working with playwrights
from a variety of backgrounds, the
company aims to make works accessible to all audiences without
compromising their challenging
content. Jason Grote, whose antiWalmart satire Box Americana was
commissioned by Working Theater
in 2005, admitted that while “some
of my more ‘downtown-y’ sensibilities, and my idiosyncratic way of
working, didn’t always fit in,” he
admired the company for its “old
school artistic sensibilities.” Such
adventurous writers are grateful
for the existence of a company willing to take chances on work that
questions the status quo and takes
the point of view of employees more
than employers – a company that
can bring that work to audiences
for whom this resonates on a deeply
personal level.
To cultivate such an audience,

outreach
Just as crucial to Working
Theater’s success are its grassroots outreach efforts. Its Special
Constituencies Initiative enables
individual union chapters or community groups to enjoy private
performances along with postshow talk-backs. The company
has also been invited to perform
at events such as a conference on
sexual harassment at the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers (IBEW) Local 3, for whom
professional artists performed specially written works addressing the
topic.
In its TheaterWorks! initiative,
workers collaborate with theatre
professionals in acting and playwriting workshops that “foster selfexpression” and help employees
“explore the meaning of what they
do.” In their final projects – as well
as at occasional open mic nights –
audience members can end up performing on stage themselves.

upcoming
The company is marking its
25th anniversary with 25 weeks of
performances and readings that
began in January (www.thework
ingtheater.org/season.htm). A
featured production is Mine Eyes
Have Seen the Glory, a one-man
show about Frederick Douglass
written and performed by Tony
Award-winning actor André De
Shields (The Full Monty), that
runs through February 14. While
the subject of Douglass, the author
and orator who escaped from slavery to become a national voice of
conscience, is historical, Plesent
believes that “any play that deals
with issues of race and racism is
always relevant to an audience of
working-class people.”
Also on the way are American
Jornalero (a satire about anti-immigration minutemen, presented
March 4 through March 14) and a
new adaptation of Chekhov’s classic Three Sisters (updated to take
place in a nursing home). It should
add up to a substantive and entertaining landmark season for one of
the hardest working theater companies in town.

On January 21, City Councilmember Charles Barron was removed
as chair of the Higher Education
Committee. Barron had opposed
Christine Quinn for Council
Speaker, but lost 48 to 1. According to the New York Post, Quinn
“exacted revenge by removing
him from his chairmanship.” The
PSC’s January Delegate Assembly approved a resolution thanking Barron, a staunch supporter
of CUNY funding, for his work
on behalf of CUNY. Ydanis Rodriguez, who succeeds Barron
as Higher Education Committee
chair, is a former CUNY student
leader who helped lead campus
building takeovers in 1989 and
1991 to block tuition hikes and is
also a strong CUNY advocate.

Lia Chang

Barron loses post, another
CUNY stalwart steps in

André De Shields in his one-man show, “Mine Eyes Have Seen the Glory,” about the life of freedom fighter Frederick Douglass. The Working Theater production runs through February 14.

Garrett Eisler is a graduate assistant and doctoral student in
theater. He blogs about theater at
playgoer.blogspot.com.
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Union fund boosts adjunct research
By JOHN TARLETON

Since March 2007, the PSC/CUNY
Adjunct Professional Development
Fund has awarded 436 grants of up
to $3,000 to adjunct faculty members to help pay for activities that
further their professional life.
The grants have paid for taking classes, travel to conferences,
field research and more. They are
available to contingent faculty
who teach six or more classroom
contact hours per semester and
to continuing education teachers
who teach a minimum of 20 hours
per week. The fund’s budget of
$500,000 per year is administered
by a union committee.

Contingent faculty use grants in many ways

approach to early childhood education. In the schools where Blanco-Florentino worked, teachers
facilitate the learning process for
children who are nine months to
five years old. Classrooms are set
around an open courtyard. They
are full of rocks and plants and
have full-length windows that allow natural light to come pouring
in. Different rooms have stations
set up for play with clay or blocks
or legos or for drawing. Even the
infants are encouraged to represent their experiences symbolically. Students also get to film each
other while learning.
“It’s an amazing, amazing thing
to watch,” Blanco-Florentino says.
“They don’t think there is a cap, a
limit to learning. It was like a shot
of vitamins so I could come back
and do my work here.”

‘a great opportunity’

Erum Hadi

creative teaching

Dave Sanders

“It makes a great deal of difference,” says Michael Seitz, a longtime adjunct in the communication
skills and theatre department at
John Jay, who sits on the four-member committee that reviews and
decides on proposals on a monthly
basis. “It makes adjuncts feel a part
of the academic cadre of the university and it makes it possible to do
scholarly work, which is very difficult for many adjuncts who don’t
earn enough money.”
Application forms can be downloaded from the PSC website (at
www.psc-cuny.org/AdjunctContinu
ingEdDev.htm). Seitz cautions that
in order for expenses to be reimbursed, a proposal must be approved
before money is spent. His other advice is simple and straightforward:
“Apply! It’s a great opportunity.”
Here are stories of four CUNY
adjuncts who took advantage of
that opportunity in the past year.

John Paul González, adjunct lecturer in ethnic studies at BMCC, used a grant provided by the PSC/CUNY Adjunct Professional Development Fund to study traditional and contemporary plena music in Puerto Rico.
class, where Hadi can facilitate further discussion.
“When students help create their
own knowledge, that’s the most effective kind of learning,” says Hadi, who has a master’s degree and
plans to eventually pursue a PhD in
health sciences.
Hadi says that this hands-on approach has been especially helpful
in her statistics class. “Bringing in
public-health-related materials, as
much as possible, relaxes the atmosphere around having to do math,”
she says. “They see that they can
use information to shape health
policy, and that makes their work
really powerful.”

Lehman College
Adjunct lecturer in health sciences
Erum Hadi has more than 10 years
experience as a health researcher in
New York City and Dutchess County
and was looking for ways to connect
BMCC
with her students.
“I have knowledge in the subject Adjunct lecturer in ethnic studies
matter,” says Hadi, who teaches a Plena is a narrative, call-andpair of night courses at Lehman response song form that emerged
College on epidemiology and health in the rapidly urbanizing areas of
statistics. “But I had no real knowl- Puerto Rico in the early 20th cenedge in how to deliver that.”
tury. With origins in African dance
Hadi is raising a five-yearand music, this “sung”
old son and relies on her earn- Study,
newspaper satirized loings as an adjunct to help travel,
cal officials and provided
with bills. Thanks to money
a running commentary on
field
provided by the Adjunct Promajor events like strikes
fessional Development Fund, research and hurricanes, as well as
she was able to take a couple and more more personal fare.
of graduate-level courses that
Thanks to a $3,000 grant
enabled her to think anew about from the Adjunct Professional Develhow to approach teaching.
opment Fund, John Paul González
“It helped me understand the was able to travel to Puerto Rico last
students’ perspective,” Hadi says. summer to expand his knowledge
“I can’t just stand there and be di- of this deeply rooted musical form.
dactic. Each student is different.”
González studied original music
Instead of just giving lectures, manuscripts, conducted interviews
Hadi now prefers to have students with major players of plena, attenddiscuss timely articles from Health ed rehearsals and live performancDepartment publications or peer- es, downloaded hundreds of songs at
reviewed journals. She breaks the the National Archives of Puerto Riclass into small discussion groups, co, and videotaped an artisan demwhich later report back to the whole onstrating the step-by-step process

John Paul González

for making the hand-held drums on
which plena depends.
“It was like rediscovering Puerto Rico,” says González, who is
planning a doctoral dissertation
on Puerto Rican composer Pablo
Fernández Badillo. “I learned so
much I didn’t know before, and that
was a great feeling.”
After his return to NYC, González
was able to bring the sights and
sounds of plena and related genres
like bomba to his classroom. Last
semester he produced 15-minute
videos that combined the sounds of
plena with various interviews he
had conducted during the trip.
“I love it when Puerto Rican
students say, ‘I didn’t realize our
culture was so alive, so relevant,’”
González notes. “It makes me so
happy that I’ve shared it, and people could see that the connection to
our past isn’t just theory.”

Philip Beitchman

Medgar Evers
Adjunct assistant professor in English
Philip Beitchman is a self-described
“intellectual nomad,” a contingent
academic who has been an independent scholar for the past 50 years.
Last March Beitchman used support from the fund to join several
hundred scholars at an international French studies colloquium in
Minneapolis, where he delivered a
paper on the impact of 9/11 on the
thinking of the French philosopher
Jean Baudrillard.
“It was my tribute to Baudrillard,” says Beitchman, 71, who has
authored three books and translated a dozen more, including two
of Baudrillard’s works published in
the 1980s.
In the two decades leading up
to 9/11, Baudrillard had foretold a

world in which a thoroughly globalized system would end up at
war with itself. “He lived to see his
prophecy overtake him,” Beitchman told Clarion. Beitchman’s paper surveys Baudrillard’s post-9/11
work, particularly his controversial
position that the US was complicit
in the attacks by virtue of its “intolerable power,” which inevitably
provokes resistance.

fresh insights
“Baudrillard tries to make us
aware of the tremendous power
of the forces we have unleashed,”
says Beitchman, who teaches three
introductory literature courses at
Medgar Evers.
After presenting his paper at
the conference, Beitchman was approached by a journal editor about
its possible publication. Beitchman
was glad to get the offer, but decided to save the article’s first publication for a future book of essays
he is planning. Beitchman said he
attended about 14 conference sessions and one on post-colonial literature and politics gave him fresh
insights for his next book, on naturalism and theater.

Sonia Blanco-Florentino

CCNY
Adjunct lecturer in early childhood
education
Last year Sonia Blanco-Florentino
saw the schools of her dreams. They
were three municipal preschools in
Reggio Emilia, an Italian town two
hours north of Milan – and BlancoFlorentino was able to work there
for a week last April, thanks to a
grant from the Adjunct Professional Development Fund.
Reggio Emilia is internationally known for its progressive

Blanco-Florentino, a 25-year
veteran of the New York City Department of Education, works with
a half-dozen schools helping to develop programs to better address
the needs of language minority
students with learning disabilities.
She also teaches two courses in the
Childhood Education Department
at CCNY on working with such
students and a summer course on
creative approaches to teaching.
She says she tries to incorporate
the learner-centered teaching approach she saw in Reggio Emilia
whenever possible.
“We don’t have a very good understanding of how to teach children creatively in light of all that
we are asked to do in public education,” Blanco-Florentino says.
“Hopefully, that will change someday.” Support from the Fund, she
stated, helped her to bring a piece
of that change back to NYC.

Check your
paycheck
Every semester there are cases of
CUNY employees receiving paychecks without the correct payroll
deductions. Depending on what’s
missing, the errors can cause problems in areas from pension calculations to voting in union elections.
In other cases, the Social Security
number on a paycheck may be incorrect, which can cause a host of
problems.
The moral of the story is, check
your check! If you’re not sure what
a notation on your paystub means,
a useful guide was published in
Clarion last fall. (See www.psccuny.org/communications.htm: for
community colleges, page 8 of the
September 2009 issue; for senior
colleges, page 9 of October 2009).
If you have a problem or question,
talk to your college’s payroll or Human Resources office.
– PH
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45 seconds that shook Haiti
By FRANÇOIS PIERRE-LOUIS
Queens College

Tuesday, January 12:

I

t was about 4:45 pm. I was in Portau-Prince in front of my computer
at the National Center for Research
and Training (CENAREF), a thinktank founded by several people in
2008, including former Prime Minister
Jacques Edouard Alexis, to provide training and technical assistance to community
and grassroots organizations. The center
also engages in research on public policy
issues; its members include university professors, community organizers, former
government ministers and other high-level
officials in previous Haitian governments.
That Tuesday afternoon, I had just finished a meeting with a group that is setting
up a micro-credit program for women in the
southeast of Haiti, in Anse-à-Pitres. While
I was waiting for a 5 pm meeting with a
youth group that was organizing a seminar
on leadership development and community
analysis, I decided to check my e-mail.

a sudden noise
As soon as I was logged on, I heard a noise
coming from one of the windows. It sounded
like a huge airplane taking off, like a Boeing 747. A colleague of mine who was in the
room remarked that the noise was weird,
and wondered out loud what was happening.
He had not even finished his sentence when
the building began to rattle. It felt like the
ceiling was opening and closing. Dust began
to fall on our heads. Within seconds, I yelled
to everyone in the room that it was an earthquake and we had to get out right away. We
ran out of the building, while other people
did the same. As we rushed outside, we kept
calling out other people’s names to make
sure that everyone could get out.
Luckily, everyone left the building and we
stood in the courtyard. Although it felt like

Feb. 19: PSC night
in solidarity with the
people of Haiti
The PSC has made an initial donation
of $1,000 to Haitian relief efforts, split
between Doctors without Borders and
Partners in Health. The union is also
planning a fundraising night in solidarity
with the people of Haiti, to be held in the
PSC Union Hall at 61 Broadway on Friday,
February 19, at 5:30, in conjunction with
Labor Goes to the Movies.
The program will include Haitian music,
food and speakers who will lead a
discussion of the politics and history
that underlie Haiti’s vulnerability to
the destructive consequences of an
earthquake.
For more information, contact Moriah
Berger at mberger@pscmail.org or
(212) 354-1252.

an eternity, according to the press the whole
thing lasted less than a minute. While we
began to calm down in the courtyard, downtown Port-au-Prince was beginning to look
like it was bombed out. We watched from
the hill as a cloud of fine dust began to rise
slowly from the streets of the city. As the
fine dust rose, pitch black smoke and fire
began to erupt in various neighborhoods.
Meanwhile, the telephone system was dead.
Electricity was out. As we watched the city
slowly being engulfed in the mayhem, all
around us we heard people wailing, shouting out of desperation.

no communications
The CENAREF building did not collapse –
but it was left full of cracks and cannot be
used. Behind the CENAREF office, there is a
shantytown with makeshift houses and cinderblock homes. Practically all of these oneroom cinderblock homes fell into the ravine.
Some fell on top of other homes, so that the
whole thing looked like a set of dominoes
falling on top of each other.
Those in the shantytown who survived
the quake began to come out of their homes,
dazed, numbed and stunned. Others began
to cry for help for their loved ones, mostly
small children, trapped in the rubble. As the
women cried for help, it seemed as if no one
could help them. Most of the men who were
crawling out of their homes were injured
and could barely walk.
By 6:30 pm, there was still no way to communicate with anyone, and it was getting
very dark. We still did not know the full extent of the disaster. We decided to walk a
block down to the hotel where I was staying.
We found it still standing, but all the walls
were cracked. There was this eerie silence
inside because most of the employees had
left to look for their families, who lived in
the shantytown.
By 7 pm, the hotel’s owner arrived. She
was in total shock. She had barely escaped
from a building that flattened like a pancake in the downtown area. She was about
to pass out when we gave her water and got
her to rest a little.
By this time throngs of people from the
surrounding areas were coming by the
hotel because it was the only place in the
neighborhood with a generator to provide
electricity. People were coming in with broken legs, arms, bloody faces. They asked us
for painkillers, water, blankets, anything.
Others were carrying people on makeshift
stretchers. Most of these people they were
carrying seemed dead already. Fearing
more aftershocks, many people decided to
camp out on the street in front of the hotel
with nothing to sleep on. The owner gave
them sheets, pillows and water. As night
fell, the weather – which was stunningly
hot during the earthquake – began to cool
off considerably. People began to shiver
from the cold.

trying to sleep
8:30 pm: The CENAREF administrative
assistant came over to the hotel in shock.
Her house collapsed with seven people in
it, including five children. She came to ask
for help to remove them. We gave her flashlights and tried to make calls for heavy
machinery to remove the concrete. But we
soon realized how powerless we were in this
crisis. The phones were dead; there was no

word from the president or government officials. No emergency structure to respond to
the crisis and no central command to send
any message.
11 pm: No one could sleep. All the hotel
guests gathered in the courtyard, afraid to
go inside. Some tried to sleep in the parked
cars. After I made several vain attempts to
call my wife, one of my colleagues finally got
through. He spoke to his wife in Miami and
told her to call my wife to let her know that I
was OK. A few minutes later my phone rang
and I heard my brother on the line. I told him
that I was OK, but that I didn’t know about
the others. Before I finished the sentence, we
were cut off. By 12 midnight there was an aftershock, estimated to be 5.2 on the Richter
scale. There was collective yelling, crying,
and panic. Communication would not be established again in Haiti for several days.
3 am: Another aftershock, estimated at 5.0
on the Richter scale. More panic; more crying and yelling.

Wednesday:
6 am: The sun began to rise. We now began
to receive more news about people’s whereabouts, and every bit of news was bad. The
quake hit some residential neighborhoods
like Turgeau, Canape Vert and Bourdon quite
hard. We heard about university professors,
businessmen, government officials and retired people from the diaspora who had been
killed. Others were unaccounted for.
In the hotel, the spouse of one employee
came to look for him because he had not come
home on Tuesday night. Minute by minute,
employees were coming in grieving because
they had lost their children, their parents. One
employee died along with his wife and three
children when their home fell on them.
10 am: The hotel’s owner began to warn
us about the shortage of food, water and fuel
for the generator. She could only give us cold
food, sandwiches and fruit since the gas line
was broken and she did not want to take a
chance with it. The main water line was broken also. Therefore, with no running water
for the time being, we had to fetch water for
our personal use in a bucket. Some of us got
a whole bucket, others just a pitcher.
My colleague and I decided to take a tour
of the city. The minute we got out of the hotel yard, we saw people everywhere camping out in the middle of the streets. Every
other home was destroyed. My colleague
went to check on his family members. He
learned that his cousin had died in the rubble of a two-story home. The whole family was homeless and camping out on the
street. Next he went to visit his own home.
A whole section of the house had been destroyed. It’s a brick house that was built in
the 1940s, and the wall fell where he usually sleeps. Had he been home, he probably
would have been killed.
Our next stop was to check on the president of CENAREF, who had just dropped his
wife at the airport on Tuesday afternoon.
Since we had no news of him, we decided
to drive by his house. We got there – there
was no house. The building had collapsed to
a pile of dust. His cousins, who lived in the
house next door, barely escaped when their
house also collapsed. We learned that our

friend was buried in the rubble. The cousins
asked us for help, but there was no heavy
equipment to remove the concrete and the
cinderblocks. So we went out to seek help.

neighbors mobilize
Later that afternoon, we learned that he
died in the rubble. He was was eventually
buried without the presence of his family.
We drove again to the CENAREF administrative assistant’s house to find out how
she was doing. So far, the neighborhood
had mobilized to remove the rubble, but
her brother was pinned down under some
heavy blocks and they could still not get any
one to help them remove him. Meanwhile,
there was no more sound coming from the
children. She and everyone in the courtyard were resigning themselves to the fact
that the children were dead. Now, they had
to save the brother. When we left her, they
were thinking about amputating the brother’s legs because he was in so much pain.
4 pm: Another day was coming to an
end. No one was helping the people on the
streets. Children, young and old, gathered in
the middle of the streets, hungry, dazed, in
pain and helpless. Another night was falling
with no hope of a better tomorrow.
11 pm: As people nursed their pain and we
kept vigil in the hotel’s courtyard, we heard
a throng of people walking in the dark toward the mountains. Everyone panicked
and began to wonder what was going on. We
learned that there was an alarm about an
impending tsunami. People who were camping in the public parks in downtown panicked, dropped whatever belongings they
had and began to walk up the hills to seek
refuge in the mountains. The hotel was on a
street that leads up into the mountains. We
watched as hundred of people crying, wailing, carrying whatever they could, walked
up the street to the mountains. About 3 am,
we learned that it had been a false alarm.

Thursday:
At night we felt aftershocks every hour.
Some stronger than others, but every aftershock sent everyone in the hotel out into
the streets.
By morning, the hotel owner was getting
more nervous. The two nights she had spent
without any sleep were getting to her and to
everyone else. She was most nervous about
the cracks in the walls and the fact that she
could not get a structural engineer to come
and inspect them. Finally, she politely told
us that she was running out of water, she
could barely feed us now and she had no fuel
for the generator. In other words, get out!
With no flights out of Port-au-Prince,
no communications and no fuel, the question was how to get out. As we considered
various scenarios, the stench of the bodies under the hot sun was beginning to
overwhelm us. Those who had face masks
started to wear them as they walked in the
streets. People who had kept the bodies of
their loved ones next to them, in hope of a
proper burial, began to abandon them on the
streets. As we drove on Avenue John Brown
in Lalue, a main thoroughfare, we saw tens
of bodies abandoned on the sidewalk, some
covered with plastic bags, others barely

Losing everything, starting to rebuild
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A crew of Haitian men and women search in the rubble in the city of Leogane.
covered at all. The bodies were not being
collected by the authorities. However, by
Thursday afternoon a dump truck began to
collect them for burial in a mass grave.
As my colleague and I tried to figure out
what to do, we went to different friends’
homes to check on them and inquire about
how to get out. We arrived at one home
where they were cooking for neighbors
and homeless residents. They did not have
a way to transport the food, so they asked
us to take it over for them. We also went to
collect water for the house since they were
running out. Although we got involved in
delivering aid and helping out, we still did
not know what was going to happen to us.
Finally we decided to go back to the hotel for one more night in the hope that we
could get out on Friday.

Friday:
6 am: The aftershocks all night long kept
everyone awake. We could not even sleep
in the cars. I slept with my clothes on and
a small bag that I could run with in case I
needed to do so. The hotel’s owner was really intent on kicking everybody out. She told
the Swiss guests that they had to call their
embassy. She volunteered to drive the Canadian guest to the Canadian Embassy. As for
us, we did not wait for her to say anything.
We told her that we were going to take our
chances by going to the Dominican Republic. Although we said that to her, we had no
idea how we were going to get there. So we
packed up, paid our bills and left.
I only took a small bag with me, because
I gave away my clothes and suitcases to
friends living in the streets. As we drove toward Champ de Mars, a large public space
where thousands of people were camping
out, I met a friend who is a police officer, who
was looking for his wife and children. Their
home had collapsed, but he did not know if

they had been inside. When I mentioned that
I was trying to get to the border, he told us
that there was a bus about to leave for the Dominican Republic. We immediately went to
where the bus was stopped, took the last two
remaining seats and prepared to leave.
The bus looked like it was also affected by
the quake, but we were so happy to catch it
that we did not even think about anything
else. We sat down on the bus at 9 am. It left at
11:40 am and we arrived in Santo Domingo 13
hours later, around 1:30 am (a trip that usually takes five to six hours). The bus broke
down twice en route. Once it ran out of fuel.
The second time, it overheated while climbing a hill. But the Dominican army stopped
us 20 times, and every time, the driver had to
pay off the officer at the checkpoint.
From the capital we took a cab to the airport and soon flew out to New York – where I
arrived into the arms of my wife and children.
Although I am safe and sound, and I am indeed grateful to everyone who has expressed
their love, sympathy and concern for me, as
I sit here I am still thinking about the people
in Haiti who are homeless today. People who
have lost everything. I can’t forget the faces of
the children I saw, the dead bodies, the wounded and the memories of my dear friends who

have perished. Haiti is going to need a lot of
help in the months and years ahead.
In the midst of the suffering, I also saw
hope. Despite media reports that suggest the
people are unorganized, I saw a lot of young
people and neighborhood groups coming together to organize their blocks, direct traffic
and transport people to hospitals. Although
Haiti is going to need a lot of support from
outside, I hope you are not distracted by media reports that ignore local organizations
and the people in the neighborhoods who
are rebuilding the country. I ask all of you
to be vigilant about “solutions” that would
leave the people out. The tasks at hand cannot be done by international NGOs and humanitarian organizations alone.
For your attention, concern and support
for Haiti’s people, I thank you from the bottom of my heart.
François Pierre-Louis is an associate professor
of political science at Queens College. His research interests include immigration, transnationalism and Haitian politics. He has worked as
a community organizer in Haiti and the US, and
served in the private cabinet of President Aristide and as an advisor to Prime Minister Alexis.
Pierre-Louis earned his BA at Queens College
and his PhD at the CUNY Graduate Center.

Money & media
If you give money for Haiti’s reconstruction, please consider donating to groups
that work directly with Haitian grassroots
organizations, which are often desperate for
resources. Consider donations to Yéle Haiti
(yele.org), Haitian Women for Haitian Refugees (haitianwomen.wordpress.com, send
checks to IFCO/Haiti Relief, 418 W. 145th St.,
NY, NY 10031), or CENAREF, the National
Center for Research and Training (donate at
bateyrelief.org and note “for CENAREF” in
the Feedback field).
In term of the press, mainstream US media
is very limited. Contrasting US coverage with
the foreign press can be instructive. For example, French- and Spanish-language media
regularly interview Haitian government officials, while CNN seems to mainly interview
CNN employees. I would encourage readers
to listen to NPR, Democracy Now and other
programs on WBAI or the BBC, and to look
at their websites. It’s helpful to watch and
read as much foreign press as possible; for
example, the BBC and Le Monde have generally had good coverage.
– FPL
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Fight for CUNY funding
Gov. Paterson keeps cutting
CUNY’s budget – but the PSC is
lobbying in Albany and locally
for full funding of CUNY’s budget
requests and restoration of cuts
made in the last two years. Go
to the budget page on the PSC
website (www.psc-cuny.org/
BudgetCampaign1011.htm) for
the latest news and to find out
how to get involved.

While you’re on the website,
sign the letter (www.unionvoice.
org/campaign/NoCutstoCUNY)
opposing the governor’s shortsighted vision for CUNY’s – and
New York’s – future.
Tell your legislators that CUNY
needs a rational investment strategy – and that cutting CUNY will
only make the State’s economic
problem worse.
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UK unions on work/life balance
‘Time to give yourself a break’

overtime calculator and a video
game that raises consciousness
with a dose of humor. More in-depth
analysis is on the federation’s WorkLife Balance webpage (www.tuc.org.
uk/work_life).
As the TUC’s figures make clear,
uncompensated
overtime is a form
of wage theft. But
there’s more to it
than pounds and
pence, or dollars
and cents. “Britain’s
long hours culture
is a national disgrace,” said former TUC General Secretary John
Monks. “It leads to stress, ill health
and family strains. But even worse,
it’s an indictment of how badly we
manage work in the UK.”
A long hours culture is even more
rampant in the United States. As
unpaid hours
Donald Trump notes on his “Trump
Last year the TUC, Britain’s na- University” website, “Many Ameritional labor federation, estimated cans are giving up traditional vacathat more than five million British tions.…[I]n many cases, people just
workers regularly worked unpaid aren’t in the habit of getting away
from their jobs.” Trump
overtime, giving their employsuggests that those who
ers $41 billion in free labor. If A culture
want to make a good imall those unpaid hours were
of
long
pression on the boss should
worked at the beginning of the
never go on vacation withyear, the TUC calculated that hours
the average British worker robs us all. out their cell phones and
laptops, so they can stay
would start earning money for
him or herself on February 26. The connected and ready for work at
TUC therefore proclaimed Febru- any time.
ary 26, 2010, as “Work Your Proper
Of course, in a public university,
Hours Day.”
professional staff as well as faculty
“We think that’s a day worth cel- often work long hours because of
ebrating,” the federation declared. their commitment to students or
Work Your Proper Hours Day is the demands of research, while
one of several TUC initiatives that working in an underfunded instiaim to help employees take control tution. That’s true in the UK, too:
of their working hours, instead of Britain’s University and College
being controlled by them. The feder- Union (UCU) says that a study of its
ation has waged campaigns against members found they worked about
uncompensated overtime with titles 20% more unpaid overtime than the
like “Get A Life,” and the TUC has national average.
observed Work Your Proper Hours
Rob MacKenzie, a senior lecturDay since 2005. The website (www. er in industrial relations at Leeds
workyourproperhoursday.com) University, called unpaid overtime
provides an online quiz, an unpaid “rife” at his institution. “People
At crunch times – especially in admissions, counseling, registration,
financial aid and bill payment – the
hours are long for the professional
staff whose work makes CUNY
run. Too often, employees in the
Higher Education Officer (HEO) series work those extra hours without
any extra compensation, in violation of the union contract or federal
labor law. And it’s not just CUNY:
in a recent study by the National
Employment Law Project and researchers at UCLA and the University of Illinois-Chicago, 92% of the
non-hourly workers in their sample
had overtime pay violations.
So if you add up all those extra
hours, what do you get? In Britain,
where the problem is widespread,
the Trades Union Congress (TUC)
took a look and got a surprising
answer.

work way beyond their hours, especially support staff, but also faculty at peak times of the year, often
’til 8 or 9 at night,” MacKenzie said.
At Leeds, the union is conducting

a campaign on health and safety.
“Aside from physical injury, stress
is a major issue. Student numbers
go up while the staff is reduced.”
And regardless of whether it’s
caused by workplace culture, a desire to help students, or pressure
from the boss, the stress of the
added hours robs workers of their
health and impairs the quality of
their work. “Consistently working
long hours is likely to adversely
affect your health as well as your
productivity,” said TUC consultant
professor Cary Cooper of Lancaster University.

unhealthy
That’s true in America as well. In
a review of US studies of working
hours, the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health found
that “overtime was associated with
poorer perceived general health,
increased injury rates, more illnesses or increased mortality....
Overtime was associated with unhealthy weight gain in two studies, increased alcohol use in two of
three studies, increased smoking in
one of two studies and poorer neuropsychological test performance
in one study.”
Unless there is a system for
tracking overtime and compensating workers for it, excessive overtime quickly becomes routine. And
it tends to get worse and worse.

“The danger is that it becomes the
norm,” MacKenzie told Clarion.
“People are encouraged to accept
the situation.”
A member of the non-teaching
professional staff at Leeds, Candida Skinner, postgraduate operations manager in the Business
School, reported that she and her
co-workers generally no longer
have lunch breaks as they cope
with increasing student enrollment and shrinking staff. “At peak
times,” she said, “we’ll be here to
10 at night. And the peaks now
come in September, October, January, February and August: lots of
peaks, not too many troughs.”
At CUNY, employees in the Higher Education Officer series have
won a strong arbitration victory
that protects their right to compensatory time after 35 hours per
week. A court settlement provides
that some HEO-series employees,
depending on their specific title,
must get overtime pay after 40
hours. (See page 7 of the September
2008 Clarion, at www.psc-cuny.org/
communications.htm, for details.)
But it hasn’t been easy to change
old habits, even when they directly
violate the contract or federal law.
To get compensation for overtime, it’s important for HEO-series
employees to keep a written record
of their hours and get authorization, in writing, for working over-

time. But Jean Weisman, chair of
the PSC’s HEO Chapter, said that
many HEOs hesitate to make sure
they get fair treatment. “Often they
are too busy to find someone to approve it,” Weisman said, “or don’t
have a way to record it or aren’t
aware of their rights.”

compensation
“If you work in a HEO-series title,
there are many reasons why you
may have to work overtime,” said
PSC Contract Enforcement Coordinator Albert Muñoz. “But you deserve to be compensated for it – and
your family deserves that, too.” If
you face a problem getting fair treatment on overtime, said Muñoz, contact him at amunoz@pscmail.org, or
by phone at (212) 354-1252.
For CUNY employees who want
to start their own observance of
Work Your Proper Hours Day on
February 26, here’s a suggestion
from the TUC: “Why not take some
time to reflect on how well (or badly) you’re balancing your life? This
is one day in the year to make the
most of your own time. Take a proper lunch break and leave work on
time to enjoy your Friday evening.
You deserve it!”
And when you hit one of those
peak work times, if you’re denied
comp time or overtime pay for
your extra hours, call a PSC grievance counselor right away.
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By STEVE LEBERSTEIN
CCNY

Studies show working long hours can harm your health.

